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ABSTRACT
Most models describing the evolution of recombination have focused on the case of a single population,

implicitly assuming that all individuals are equally likely to mate and that spatial heterogeneity in selection
is absent. In these models, the evolution of recombination is driven by linkage disequilibria generated
either by epistatic selection or drift. Models based on epistatic selection show that recombination can be
favored if epistasis is negative and weak compared to directional selection and if the recombination
modifier locus is tightly linked to the selected loci. In this article, we examine the joint effects of spatial
heterogeneity in selection and epistasis on the evolution of recombination. In a model with two patches,
each subject to different selection regimes, we consider the cases of mutation-selection and migration-
selection balance as well as the spread of beneficial alleles. We find that including spatial heterogeneity
extends the range of epistasis over which recombination can be favored. Indeed, recombination can be
favored without epistasis, with negative and even with positive epistasis depending on environmental
circumstances. The selection pressure acting on recombination-modifier loci is often much stronger with
spatial heterogeneity, and even loosely linked modifiers and free linkage may evolve. In each case, predicting
whether recombination is favored requires knowledge of both the type of environmental heterogeneity
and epistasis, as none of these factors alone is sufficient to predict the outcome.

UNDERSTANDING the evolution of recombina- of linkage disequilibria are not mutually exclusive, and
tion is a key component to understanding why sex is a major theoretical challenge is to understand how the

so ubiquitous in higher organisms (Michod and Levin different effects combine to influence the evolution of
1988). Various hypotheses for the evolution of genetic recombination. However, one potential source of link-
mixis have been classified by Kondrashov (1993) into age disequilibria has been largely neglected in this body
two categories: (1) physiological hypotheses and (2) of theory: the effect of migration in a heterogeneous
generative hypotheses. Examples of the immediate phys- environment. Natural selection varying across space
iological benefits of recombination are its roles in DNA maintains local differences in gene frequency. With mi-
repair and in the proper disjunction of chromosomes gration, these differences in frequency in turn generate
(reviewed in Otto and Barton 1997). Our focus here linkage disequilibria within a patch and create a selec-
is on the second category of hypotheses and specifically tive pressure on recombination.
on the idea that recombination has evolved because Spatial heterogeneity in selection: Spatial variation in
it reduces genetic associations (“linkage disequilibria”) selection is commonplace. Genotype-by-environment
that are detrimental among loci. Several models have interactions for fitness-related traits are often present
been proposed for the evolution of recombination. when measured (e.g., Tachida and Mukai 1985; Bell
They differ mainly in the way they generate linkage 1991; Via 1991; and for reviews, Felsenstein 1976;
disequilibria. Disequilibria can be generated stochas- Hedrick et al. 1976; Bell 1987; Fry et al. 1996). Spatial
tically by random genetic drift (Fisher 1930; Muller heterogeneity in selection can take several forms. The
1932; Hill and Robertson 1966; Felsenstein 1974; first possibility is that different alleles are favored in
Barton 1995b; Otto and Barton 1997). They can different environments. This scenario predominates in
also be generated deterministically by epistatic selection the literature, both in the context of the maintenance
(Feldman et al. 1980; Kondrashov 1982; Charles- of genetic variation (e.g., Levene 1953; Dempster 1955)
worth 1990; Barton 1995a; Otto and Feldman 1997) and in the context of life-history theory (e.g., in the
or by selection that varies through time (Charles- evolution of specialization; Futuyma and Moreno
worth 1976, 1990; Hamilton 1980; Barton 1995a; 1988; Van Tienderen 1991). Such opposing selection
Peters and Lively 1999). Clearly, the various sources pressures are also easily detected in natural populations

and have been extensively demonstrated in the study
of clines (e.g., Kettlewell and Berry 1961; Bishop
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strength but not the sign of selection varies among envi- tain a polymorphism (recurrent mutation, migration-
selection balance, frequency-dependent selection, etc.).ronments. This scenario is more difficult to observe in

natural populations, because it requires careful mea- Plus, for a set of loci, there are many ways to generate
linkage disequilibria (epistatic selection, mutation, drift,surements over space of either deleterious mutations at

low frequency or spreading beneficial alleles. Neverthe- migration). Given the large number of factors that might
influence the evolution of recombination, the number ofless, evidence is accumulating that variation in the

strength of selection is more common than variation in possible combinations that could be tested using a mod-
ifier model is enormous.its sign (Kondrashov and Houle 1994; Fry et al. 1996,

1998). Finally, there may be variation among environ- Previous modifier models considering the evolution
of recombination with spatial heterogeneity have beenments in the way alleles interact, either at the same locus

(variation in dominance; e.g., Bourguet et al. 1996) or restricted to cases where migration and selection bal-
ance to maintain polymorphisms. Charlesworth anddifferent loci (variation in epistasis; e.g., Barnes et al.

1989; Bohannan et al. 1999). With the exception of Charlesworth (1979) considered numerically the evo-
lution of recombination along clines that either wereenvironment-dependent dominance, we consider all of

the above possibilities in this article. or were not coincident across loci. Pylkov et al. (1998)
analyzed the simplest case of coincident clines, whereThe modifier approach: Nei (1967) introduced a mod-

ifier approach to study the evolution of genetic systems. there is balancing selection in two demes such that al-
leles favorable in one deme are disadvantageous in theBy tracking changes in allele frequency at a neutral

modifier locus that affects some aspects of the genetic other. Other studies have examined the effects of envi-
ronmental heterogeneity on the evolution of sex andsystem, the modifier approach allows one to analyze

precisely and quantitatively the outcome of indirect se- recombination in the context of local competition among
relatives. In “lottery selection” models (Williams andlection on transmission-related traits, for example, rates

of recombination among loci. This approach is based Mitton 1973; Maynard Smith 1976, 1977; Taylor
1979; Bulmer 1980), a genetically diversified brood ison the assumption that there is genetic variation for

recombination rates. This has been demonstrated by more likely to include the winning genotype under very
strong truncation selection than a genetically uniformheritability measurements in the laboratory and by ob-

served differences between sexes or closely related spe- brood. In “tangled bank” models (Ghiselin 1974; Bell
1982; Case and Taper 1986; Gaggiotti 1994), a geneti-cies (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1985a,b; Burt

and Bell 1987; Trivers 1988; Burt et al. 1991; Korol et cally diversified brood makes a more complementary
use of local resources than does a genetically uniformal. 1994). Recombination is also extremely variable

within a genome, with areas of low recombination (such brood. Unfortunately, epistasis is often present in these
models (for instance, with the truncation selection ofas centromeres and telomeres) as well as hotspots (the

physical gap between two chromosomes being an ex- the lottery models), as well as migration among selec-
tively different patches, both of which exert selectiontreme example; see review in Korol et al. 1994, pp.

122–130). In both direct and indirect selection experi- on a modifier of recombination. Consequently, it is dif-
ficult to determine the extent to which past results arements, it has been shown that recombination rates can

evolve through either chromosomal rearrangement (in- due to epistatic selection, migration with spatial hetero-
geneity, or sib competition. None of these models con-version, fusion, fission, etc.) or changes at recombina-

tion “modifier” loci (Nei 1967; Korol and Iliadi 1994; sidered the evolution of recombination in a heteroge-
neous environment when only the strength (and notKorol et al. 1994, pp. 186–192).

Models have shown that it is generally not possible to the sign) of selection varies from patch to patch.
This article elucidates how environmental heteroge-ignore the exact genetic details of loci under selection

to predict the outcome of modifier evolution (Feldman neity affects the evolution of recombination in popula-
tions subject to directional selection and epistasis. In ad-et al. 1980). On the other hand, the dynamics of modi-

fier models can be enormously complex and difficult dition to migration-selection balance, we consider the
case of mutation-selection balance and the case of selec-to study when several interacting factors are included.

One approach, which we take in this article, is to deter- tive sweeps occurring with different selection intensities
in different populations. We first review the results ob-mine the effects of including an additional factor in a

modifier model. Here, we add spatial heterogeneity to tained in one population, and then we extend these
results to two populations. We show that previous resultsa modifier model that includes mutation, selection, and

epistasis. Our primary goal is to determine the sensitivity for the evolution of recombination with directional se-
lection and epistasis no longer hold when more thanof results concerning the evolution of recombination

to the inclusion of spatial variation in selection. one population is considered. Indeed, the combined
model including both epistasis and environmental het-Previous models: Any model that generates polymor-

phism and linkage disequilibria at some selected loci erogeneity makes predictions that are qualitatively and
quantitatively different than predictions based on eitherpotentially allows for the evolution of recombination.

However, for a given locus there are many ways to main- factor alone.
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MODEL disequilibrium implies that the least fit and the most fit
genotypes at these loci are overrepresented.In this article, we analyze the evolution of recombina-

When considering only two loci, the mean fitness istion when the selected loci are polymorphic for one of
approximately one, and the change in allele frequencythree different reasons: (1) an equilibrium is reached
due to one generation of viability selection isbetween mutations that are deleterious in both patches

and selection (mutation-selection equilibrium); (2) a dspi,k 5 ai,kpqi,k 1 O(pqi,k j), (3)
balance is struck by migration between a patch where

where pqi,k equals pi,k qi,k. Similarly, the change in linkagean allele is favored and one where it is disfavored (migra-
disequilibrium due to one generation of viability selec-tion-selection equilibrium); and (3) alleles that are ben-
tion and recombination, provided that rij is of highereficial in both patches are increasing in frequency
order than j, is(sweep of beneficial mutations). We make the simpli-

fying assumption that the same form of polymorphism dsDij,k 5 2rijDij,k 1 (1 2 rij)εij,kpqij,k 1 O(pqij,kj
2), (4)

occurs at all selected loci for each case. Linkage disequi-
where pqij,k equals pi,kqi,kpj,kqj,k (Barton 1995a).libria are generated by both epistatic selection and mi-

Mutation: With deleterious mutations, we assume thatgration.
the most fit Bi allele is subject to recurrent mutation atGenetic setting: Consider a haploid population with
rate m, with mutations occurring independently at eachn autosomal loci; results hold for diploids as long as
locus. The mutation rate is assumed small, of order j2,selection on the diploid genotype is the geometric aver-
and back mutations are ignored. The change in theage of selection on its component haplotypes. Each
frequency of the mutant allele, bi, due to one generationlocus i has two alleles: Bi and bi. We let L 5 (l1, . . . , ln)
of mutation, isrepresent an individual’s genotype, where the variable

li takes the value 0 when Bi is present and 1 when bi is dmpi,k 5 mqi,k . (5)
present at locus i. The rate of recombination between

Since mutations are rare and since the disequilibriumloci i and j is rij, and we assume that there is no interfer-
generated at mutation-migration-selection balance willence among crossover events. In deme k, the frequency
also be small, the linkage disequilibrium is, to leadingof the bi allele is measured by pi,k (pi,k 5 1 2 qi,k), and
order, unchanged by mutation:the linkage disequilibrium between the two loci is mea-

sured by Dij,k. As described below, the haplotypes are
dmDij,k 5 [(1 2 m)2 2 1]Dij,k 5 O(Dij,kj

2). (6)
subject each generation to selection, mutation, and mi-

Migration: We consider two populations k and l ofgration among patches, in this order.
equal density (except where noted) connected by migra-Selection: We utilize the quadratic fitness function
tion at rate m. The change in allele frequencies due toemployed by Pylkov et al. (1998) and let the fitness of
migration isan individual with genotype L in deme k be

dmpi,k 5 mDi 5 2dmpi,l , (7)
w(L, k) 5 1 1 o

i
ai,k li 1 o

n

i
o
j.i

aij,klilj , (1)
where Di ; pi,l 2 pi,k. The change in linkage disequilibria
due to migration iswhere ai,k is the additive effect of allele bi and aij,k is the

additive pairwise epistasis between loci i and j in deme dmDij,k 5 m(Dij,l 2 Dij,k) 1 m(1 2 m)DiDj
k. The multiplicative pairwise epistasis, εij,k, between loci

dmDij,l 5 m(Dij,k 2 Dij,l) 1 m(1 2 m)DiDj (8)i and j in deme k is therefore εij,k 5 aij,k 2 ai,k aj,k. When
considering a single deme, the subscript k is omitted. We (see Barton and Gale 1993).
assume throughout the analysis that viability selection is Recombination modifier: A modifier allele at another
weak, i.e., locus (M) modifies the recombination rate between the

viability loci by a small amount r (of order j). For clarityai,k 5 O(j), aij,k 5 O(j2) (2)
in the text, we assume that the M allele increases recom-

(where j is a small parameter) and that the direction bination (r . 0), although the equations apply equally
of selection at a locus within a patch does not depend to a modifier that decreases recombination (r , 0).
on its genetic context (i.e., epistasis is weak and does The modifier locus is located at a distance riM (of higher
not change the sign of selection). Under these assump- order than j) from the i locus (the order of the loci is
tions, the least or most fit haplotype within one popula- supposed to be M, i, j). For the cases of mutation-selec-
tion is also the least or most fit haplotype in the second tion and migration-selection balance, we follow the dy-
population, and the least and the most fit haplotypes namics of the modifier allele after it is introduced at
within a deme contain different alleles at both loci i low frequency into populations at equilibrium. For the
and j. These properties allow us to adopt the following case of selective sweeps, the total change in the modifier
convention. We define the linkage disequilibrium be- allele over the course of the substitutions is calculated.

All qualitative results were checked by simulation usingtween loci i and j within a patch such that a positive
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the exact three-locus recursions of Feldman et al. allele that increases recombination will hitchhike with
favorable alleles whenever Dij,k is negative. That is, when(1980).
Dij,k , 0, the most fit genotypes are more often generated
by recombination, and they thus tend to be associated

EVOLUTION AT THE MODIFIER LOCUS
with modifier alleles that increase recombination. Of
course, this long-term effect will be more pronouncedThe outcome of selection on the modifier locus

(whether or not allele M will spread) depends on the if the modifier allele is tightly linked to the selected loci
(it will then hitchhike for a longer period). An analyticalbalance of its effect on the mean fitness and on the

variance in fitness among offspring carrying the new approximation for the long-term effect on the fre-
quency of a modifier allele, M, that increases recombina-modifier allele. This can be interpreted as a short-term

and a long-term effect, respectively (Barton 1995a). tion is
We discuss these effects in turn. We first consider the
roles of linkage disequilibria and epistasis separately, (dpM,k)long-term 5 2Dij,kKai,kaj,k11 2 riM

riM

1
1 2 rjM

rjM
2pqM,k

and then we discuss their relationship in one population
and in two populations. (10)

Short-term effect: This effect depends directly on the
(Barton 1995a), where K is defined as before and rjM 5relative fitness of extreme genotypes (bibj and BiBj) vs.
rijM 2 riM rij. The sign of this long-term effect is the sameintermediate genotypes (biBj and Bibj). First, consider
as the sign of 2Dij,k, and its magnitude increases whenthe case where aij,k is positive, so that the average fitness
the modifier locus is closer to the selected loci (riM and/of extreme genotypes is greater than that of intermedi-
or rjM low). Figure 1b represents the long-term effectate genotypes. In this case, there is an immediate advan-
graphically.tage for an individual to produce more of these extreme

Total effect: A modifier that increases recombinationgenotypes. In a population where extreme genotypes
will thus invade if the sum of the short- and long-termare underrepresented (Dij,k , 0), an individual that re-
effects is positive. This yieldscombines more often (i.e., carriers of the M allele) will

produce more of these extreme and, on average, more dpM,k 5 2Dij,kK(εij,k 2 lk)pqM,k 1 O(Dij,kpqM,k j
2),

fit offspring. The M allele will therefore gain a short-
(11)term fitness advantage. Conversely, if Dij,k . 0, the ex-

treme genotypes are already overrepresented and will where
be broken apart by recombination, causing a modifier
that increases recombination to have an immediate fit-

lk ; 2ai,kaj,k1 1
riM

1
1
rjM

2 12. (12)
ness disadvantage. The situation is symmetrical, and M
will also gain a short-term fitness advantage if aij,k , 0

In deme k, increased recombination is selected for ifand Dij,k . 0. An analytical approximation for the short-
term effect on the frequency of the M allele is (Dij,k . 0 and εij,k , lk) or (Dij,k , 0 and εij,k . lk).

(dpM,k)short-term 5 2Dij,kaij,kKpqM,k (9) (13)

(Barton 1995a), where K ; r/rijM combines the inten- As illustrated in Figure 1, the short- and long-term ef-
sity of the effect of the modifier and the probability that fects both influence the evolution of recombination in
a recombination event breaks the {M, i, j } set of loci the same direction when εij,k . 2ai,k aj,k: recombination is
[rijM 5 1 2 (1 2 riM)(1 2 rij)]. This short-term effect favored if Dij,k is negative but disfavored if Dij,k is positive.
has the sign of 2Dij,k (εij,k 1 ai,k aj,k) and is not strongly However, if εij,k is sufficiently negative, the short- and
dependent on the linkage between the selected loci and long-term effects oppose each other. The total effect
the modifier (only through K, which is scaled by the on the modifier then depends on the relative magnitude
{M, i, j } map length). Figure 1a represents this short- of εij,k and lk. If εij,k , lk, the short-term effects are more
term effect graphically. powerful, and recombination is only favored when Dij,k

Long-term effect: Since we have assigned a positive is positive. Conversely, if εij,k . lk, the long-term effects
sign to Dij,k when extreme genotypes are overrepre- predominate, and recombination is only favored when
sented, the additive genetic variance in fitness in a popu- Dij,k is negative. These conditions are summarized in
lation increases with Dij,k (everything else being equal). Figure 1c.
Since recombination reduces the linkage disequilib- Two demes: The behavior described above must be
rium [Dij,k decreases in magnitude by a factor (1 2 rij) slightly modified when there are two demes. From (11),
each generation in the absence of other forces], recom- we can define a selection coefficient acting on the mod-
bination increases the additive genetic variance in fit- ifier in each deme:
ness when Dij,k is initially negative and decreases it when
Dij,k is initially positive. Since the response to directional aM,k ; dpM,k

pqM,k

5 2Dij,kK(εi,k 2 lk) 1 O(Dij,k j
2). (14)

selection is proportional to this variance, a modifier
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With migration between the demes, the frequency of
m , u aM,kaM,l

aM,k 1 aM,l
u. (16)the modifier is given by the system of equations:

3pM,k

pM,l
4

t11
5 3(1 2 m)(1 1 aM,k)

m(1 1 aM,k)
m(1 1 aM,l)

(1 2 m)(1 1 aM,l)4 · 3pM,k

pM,l
4

t
. However, assuming that condition (16) is not met, the

modifier will either spread or go extinct. The leading
(15) eigenvalue of the transition matrix in (15) minus one

isA migration-selection balance might be maintained at
the modifier locus provided that there is disruptive se- āM 5 (aM,k 1 aM,l)/2, (17)
lection (aM,k aM,l , 0) and low migration. More precisely,

where the selection coefficient in each deme is giventhis will occur if
by (14). This eigenvalue indicates the asymptotic rate
at which the modifier changes in frequency when rare.
Consequently, a modifier allele will spread if the arith-
metic mean of the selection coefficients over the two
demes is positive. The above discussion was based on
the values of Dij,k and εij,k present within a population,
regardless of how these are achieved. In fact, the ex-
pected disequilibrium depends on the epistasis, and we
turn now to an exposition of the relationship between
them.

ONE POPULATION CASE

In this section, we briefly rederive the results found
in one population (for mutation-selection balance and
for sweeps of beneficial alleles) to compare them to
the two-population case (see Barton 1995a; Otto and
Feldman 1997).

Mutation-selection balance: In this model, a mutation-
selection balance is reached at the two viability loci,
where the linkage disequilibrium approaches

Dij 5 εij
(1 2 rij)pqij

rij

1 O(j4) (18)

(see Equation 4). This approximation shows that link-
age disequilibrium is generated by viability selection
in proportion to the amount of epistasis. Equation 18
reduces the two-dimensional (Dij, εij) space of Figure 1c
to a one-dimensional line of equilibria with an intercept
of zero (Figure 2, dashed line). In this situation, a mod-
ifier that increases recombination is favored only if
l , εij , 0. Within this region, there is a long-term
advantage to recombination, which is partly but not
completely offset by a short-term disadvantage when
l , εij , aiaj. Since l becomes more negative as the
recombination rate between the modifier and the se-

Figure 1.—General model for the evolution of recombina-
tion. Dij,k is the linkage disequilibrium, and εij,k is the multiplica-
tive epistasis between the selected loci i and j. The index k
refers to a given population. The origin of the (Dij,k, εij,k) space
is the intersection of the bold axis. There is an advantage of
a modifier that increases recombination in shaded areas: (a)
the short-term advantage of recombination; (b) the long-term
advantage; and (c) the combined effect of both the long- and
short-term effects (see text). lk is given by (12).
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combination is predicted by the same conditions as
found with a mutation-selection balance [conditions
(13)]. With certain simplifying assumptions it is possible
to integrate (11) over the course of the selective sweeps
to determine the net change in frequency of the mod-
ifier (see Barton 1995a, Equation 17). For instance,
when both loci are subject to the same selection pres-
sure, we have

pi/qi 5 pj/qj ≈ Exp(ait) 5 Exp(ajt), (21)

where t measures the number of generations since the
midpoint of the selective sweep (i.e., pi 5 qi 5 1/2 when
t 5 0). Assuming large rij such that Dij rapidly approachesFigure 2.—Line of equilibria in one deme. The dashed
and remains at quasi-linkage equilibrium (QLE), weline represents the possible (Dij,k, εij,k) space in a single isolated
also havepopulation k. The intercept of this line is zero and recombina-

tion is favored only for weak negative epistasis (shaded area).
See Figure 1 for definitions. Dij(t) ≈ εij (1 2 rij)

rij

pqij(t). (22)

Assuming a modifier of weak effect such that changeslected loci decreases (see definition 12), the parameter
in pqM over time may be ignored, the change in fre-space within which recombination is favored is larger
quency at the modifier locus throughout the course offor a tightly linked modifier.
the substitution isAs recombination evolves, l will change, which alters

the conditions for further changes at modifier loci. We DpM ≈ 2K(εij 2 l)pqM #
∞

2∞
Dij(t)dt

can assess the ultimate evolutionary behavior of the
system by asking what the evolutionary stable strategy

5 2
K(εij 2 l)εij(1 2 rij)pqM

6airij

(23)
(ESS) is for the rate of recombination. This ESS is de-
fined as the rate of recombination r̂ij that, if fixed within

(Barton 1995a).the population, is able to resist the invasion of any other
modifier allele. Here we assume that the modifier only
alters the recombination rate between the selected loci TWO POPULATIONS
(rij). If, for all rij, l , εij , 0, recombination is always

Selection in two demes: We consider the followingfavored, and r̂ij 5 0.5 is the ESS. If, for all rij, εij , l, or
matrix of selection coefficients:if εij . 0, then recombination is always disfavored, and

r̂ij 5 0 is the ESS. If, however, l , εij for small but not
for large rij (or vice versa), that is, if

deme
locus i
locus j 3

k
ai,k

aj,k

l
ai,l

aj,l4.1 1 riM

riM

< 2 ε*
ij <

2 2 riM

riM

, (19)
If the selection coefficients do not vary in space for at
least one of the loci, then the selection coefficients

where ε*
ij 5 εij/(ai aj), then the ESS occurs at l 5 εij, cannot covary across patches. As shown in the following

with an intermediate recombination rate equal to analysis, if there is no covariance in selection across
space, linkage disequilibria will be created only by epista-

r̂ij 5
riM [2 1 (ε*

ij 2 1)riM]
(2riM 2 1)[1 1 (ε*

ij 2 1)riM]
. (20) sis, and recombination will evolve with weak negative

epistasis, as in the one-population case. Although the
This summarizes the results for the evolution of recom- equations hold whether or not covariance is present,
bination in the presence of epistasis at mutation-selec- we concentrate our discussion on the more interesting
tion balance. case where there is a nonzero covariance in selection

Sweep of beneficial mutations: Linkage disequilibria coefficients across demes between loci:
created by epistasis during the course of two simultane-

Cov(ai, aj) 5 (ai,l 2 ai,k)(aj,l 2 aj,k)/4. (24)ous substitutions at different loci may also create an
important selective pressure on recombination, al- The factor 1⁄4 arises in this covariance because we as-
though this effect lasts only as long as the process of sumed demes of equal density. We first consider the case
substitution. With a single large population and no ini- where all a are negative and where the polymorphism is
tial disequilibria, the sign of Dij becomes the same as maintained at a mutation-selection balance. We then
the sign of epistasis, and its magnitude varies with the consider the case where all the a are positive and where
genetic variance at the substituting loci during the selec- the polymorphism occurs transiently during the sweep

of selected alleles introduced at low frequency. In bothtive sweep. Therefore the direction of evolution of re-
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these cases, Cov(ai, aj) can be positive or negative. It Mutation-selection equilibrium: Finding the linkage dis-
equilibria: When a polymorphism is maintained at a mu-will be positive when alleles at both loci are selected

more strongly in one patch than in the other, as may tation-selection balance,
occur if the two loci carry out functions that are more

dmpi,k 1 dspi,k 1 dmpi,k ≈ 0essential in the same patches. The covariance will be
negative, however, when mutations at one locus experi- dmpi,l 1 dspi,l 1 dmpi,l ≈ 0. (29)
ence stronger selection in deme k than in deme l, while

From (3), (5), and (7), the difference in allele frequencymutations at the other locus experience stronger selec-
between the two demes at equilibrium is given bytion in deme l than in deme k. This pattern might be

expected when the two loci carry out functions that are
Di ≈ m(ai,l 2 ai,k)

ai,kai,l 2 m(ai,k 1 ai,l)
. (30)more essential in different patches. Finally we consider

the case where, for each locus, one a is positive (say in
deme k) and the other negative (in deme l). In this last Therefore, the linkage disequilibrium between a pair
case, the polymorphism can be maintained at selection- of selected loci at equilibrium (from Equation 26) is
migration equilibrium, and the covariance will always

Dij,k 5 [4m(1 2 m)be positive as will be explained in detail.
Linkage disequilibria in the two demes: With spatial · Cov(ai,aj)m2]/[rij [ai,kai,l 2 m(ai,k 1 ai,l)]

heterogeneity in selection, epistasis is not the only
· [aj,kaj,l 2 m(aj,k 1 aj,l)]]source of linkage disequilibria. The mixing of the two

populations by migration creates some linkage disequi-
1 (1 2 rij)[εij,kpqij,k{rij 1 m}

libria because the frequencies of selected alleles are
1 mεij,lpqij,l]/[rij(2m 1 rij)]different in the two demes. Even when m 5 1⁄2, there is

a difference immediately after selection equal to d(s)pi,l 2 ; D(m)
ij,k 1 D(ε)

ij,k, (31)
d(s)pi,k for locus i. We thus compare the relative effects
of epistasis and migration on the linkage disequilib- which is a line of equilibria in the (εij,k, Dij,k) space with
rium Dij. an intercept different from zero [compare with (18) in

Assuming weak selection and a population near QLE, one population].
the recurrence for the linkage disequilibrium is given Comparison of D(m)

ij,k and D(ε)
ij,k: If we assume that Cov(ai,

by the system of equations, aj) is of the same order of magnitude as the epistasis
(j2), then from Equation 31 and assumption (2), we
have3dDij,k

dDij,l
4 5 3d

sDij,k

dsDij,l
4 1 3d

mDij,k

dmDij,l
4. (25)

D(ε)
ij,k/D(m)

ij,k 5 O(1) (32)
Substituting from (4) and (8) and solving for the QLE,
the linkage disequilibrium therefore approaches if the migration is either of order 1 or j2 and

D(ε)
ij,k /D(m)

ij,k 5 O(j) (33)Dij,k 5
DiDj(1 2 m)m

rij
if the migration is of order j. Indeed, D(m)

ij,k reaches a
maximum at a low value, m̂, of the migration rate1

(1 2 rij)[εij,kpqij,k{rij 1 m} 1 mεij,lpqij,l]
rij[2m 1 rij]

. (26)

m̂ ≈ ! ai,kai,laj,kaj,l

(ai,k 1 ai,l)(aj,k 1 aj,l)
. (34)The first term (D(m)

ij,k ) is the contribution to the linkage
disequilibrium of differences in allele frequency be-
tween the two demes, whereas the second term (D(ε)

ij,k) is Thus, the effect of migration on linkage disequilibria
can never be neglected whereas the effect of epistasisthe contribution due to departures from multiplicative

epistasis in the two demes. If rij @ m, then the dynamics is negligible for low migration rates (near 34). Thus the
direction and speed of the evolution of recombinationof the linkage disequilibria in the two demes are nearly

independent, and may well be very different than expected from the sign
and intensity of epistasis.

Evolution at the modifier locus: Selection at the modifierDij,k ≈ DiDj(1 2 m)m
rij

1
(1 2 rij)[εij,kpqij,k]

rij

. (27)
locus is given by (17), with Dij,k given by (31). When
rij ! m or when linkage disequilibria are primarilyConversely, when rij ! m, the linkage disequilibria are
formed by migration [i.e., D(m)

ij,k @ D(ε)
ij,k and D(m)

ij,l @ D(ε)
ij,l ],nearly equal in the two demes

the linkage disequilibria in the two demes are approxi-
mately equal. In this case, Equation 17 simplifies, andDij,k ≈ Dij,l ≈ DiDj(1 2 m)m

rij

1
(1 2 rij)[εij,kpqij,k 1 εij,l pqij,l]

2rij

.
increased recombination will be favored overall if

(Dij . 0 and ε̄ij , l̄) or (Dij , 0 and ε̄ij . l̄),(28)
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Sweep of beneficial mutations: When two loci are sub-
stituting at different rates in two populations connected
by migration, some linkage disequilibria are created by
the difference in frequency between the two demes,
which can again result in different selective pressures
on a modifier of recombination.

Finding the linkage disequilibria: For tractability, we as-
sume that the two loci are subject to the same selection
pressure overall, that is,

āi 5 āj 5 (ai,k 1 ai,l)/2 5 (aj,k 1 aj,l)/2, (36)

and that they spread simultaneously so that

Figure 3.—Lines of equilibria with two demes. Line (1) p̄i(t) 5 1 2 q̄i(t) 5 (pi,k 1 pi,l)/2 5 p̄j(t) (37)
illustrates a case where Cov(ai,aj) is negative, lines (2), (3), and
(4) represent cases where Cov(ai,aj) is positive with increasing and
values of D(m)

ij,k . The different lines correspond to four cases
described in the text. There is an advantage of a modifier that p̄i/q̄i 5 p̄j/q̄j 5 Exp(āit) 5 Exp(ājt). (38)
increases recombination in shaded areas. Note that when
Cov(ai, aj) is large relative to the epistasis, the slope of the Assuming that the linkage disequilibria are at QLE
line becomes negligible compared to the intercept. In that throughout the course of the substitution and are equal
case, the lines of equilibria would be almost horizontal. See

in the two demes (i.e., migration and recombination areFigure 1 for definitions.
sufficiently frequent), the difference in allele frequency
between the two demes is given by

where l̄ 5 (lk 1 ll)/2 and ε̄ij 5 (εij,k 1 εij,l)/2 . This case
Di(t) ≈ p̄q̄i(t)(ai,l 2 ai,k)

2m
. (39)can be easily represented graphically since the line of

equilibria in the (εij,k, Dij,k) space is the same for the two
demes. If the covariance is negative (Figure 3, line 1), The linkage disequilibria are thus
increased recombination will evolve as long as ε̄ij is
greater than the average l̄ threshold and Dij , 0. Thus Dij,k(t) ≈ Dij,l(t) ≈ Cov(ai, aj)(1 2 m)p̄q̄i(t)2

m rijincreased recombination may evolve despite substantial
positive epistasis. If the covariance is positive, we can

1
ε̄ij(1 2 rij)p̄q̄i(t)2

rij
distinguish three cases. In the first case (Figure 3,
line 2), D(m)

ij,k is very low such that recombination is only
favored if ε̄ij . l̄ and Dij , 0, mimicking the results ; D(m)

ij,k 1 D(ε)
ij,k (40)

found with only one population. At a slightly larger value
(see Equation 28).of D(m)

ij,k (Figure 3, line 3), there comes a point where
Comparison of D(m)

ij,k and D(ε)
ij,k: If we assume that Cov(ai,neither the short-term nor the long-term advantages of

aj) is of the same order of magnitude as the epistasisrecombination are sufficiently strong, and decreased
(j2), then from Equation 40 and assumption (2), werecombination evolves regardless of the epistasis. Fi-
havenally, for large D(m)

ij,k (Figure 3, line 4), recombination is
favored if ε̄ij , l̄ and Dij . 0. In contrast to the classic D(ε)

ij,k /D(m)
ij,k 5 O(m). (41)

results for a single population, weak negative epistasis
Thus, the effect of migration on linkage disequilibrianow selects against recombination, while stronger epis-
cannot be neglected whereas the effect of epistasis istasis selects for recombination. We refer to these differ-
negligible for low migration rates.ent situations as cases 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Evolution at the modifier locus: Over the course of theThe rate of recombination between the modifier and
substitutions we then havethe selected loci also plays an important role (through

l̄) in determining whether or not recombination is fa-
vored. For a tightly linked modifier, l̄ is lower (more #

∞

2∞
Dij(t)dt 5 #

1

0
Dij(p̄)

dt
dp̄

dp̄
negative), whereas for a loosely linked modifier l̄ is
close to 23aiaj. Therefore, we are more likely to see

≈ Cov(ai, aj)(1 2 m)
6āimrij

1
ε̄ij(1 2 rij)

6āirij

. (42)case 2 when there is a tightly linked modifier (in which
case results are similar to those obtained in a single
population), while we are more likely to observe case 4 Integrating (11) over the course of the selective sweeps

gives the total effect of the sweeps on the modifier ofwith a loosely linked modifier (in which case even high
recombination rates may be favored if epistasis is strong recombination, DpM. Ignoring the small changes in pqM

for a weak modifier, we haveand negative).
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which is a line of equilibria in the (εij,k, Dij,k) space withDpM 5 2K(ε̄ij 2 l̄)pqM #
∞

2∞
Dij(t)dt

an intercept different from zero.
Comparison of D(m)

ij,k and D(ε)
ij,k: From Equation 47 and5 2

K(ε̄ij 2 l̄)pqM

6airij assumption (2), we have

D(ε)
ij,k /D(m)

ij,k ≈ O(m). (47)
· 1 Cov(ai, aj)(1 2 m)

m
1 ε̄ij(1 2 rij)2. (43)

D(ε)
ij,k is therefore negligible compared to D(m)

ij,k as long as
the rate of migration is small. This is because, withIf the selection coefficients covary positively (selection
low migration, the linkage disequilibrium created byfavors both mutant alleles more intensely in one of the
migration is high as a result of the large allele frequencytwo demes), then D(m)

ij becomes positive, while if they
differences between the two demes (i.e., Di becomes ofcovary negatively (selection favors one mutant more
order 1). However, if migration is high, the frequencyintensely in one deme and the other mutant more in-
of selected alleles is almost the same in the two demes.tensely in the other deme), then negative D(m)

ij are cre-
Evolution at the modifier locus: The strength of selectionated. For the most part, the results are analogous to the

on the modifier is given by (17) with Dij,k given by (47),case of a mutation-selection balance. When Cov(ai, aj) which gives results equivalent to those of Pylkov et al.and ε̄ij have the same sign, then the direction of the
(1998). Since the covariance in the case of a migration-evolution of recombination is predicted by the same
selection balance is positive and likely to be strong,conditions as in the case of a single population [com-
positive disequilibria will generally develop among thepare (43) with (23)]; i.e., recombination is favored with
selected loci (as expected for coadapted gene com-weak negative epistasis as in case 2 (Figure 3). When
plexes). As indicated in Figure 1c, we would thereforetheir signs are different though, and when Cov(ai, aj) expect increased recombination to evolve only whenis substantial, the outcome of the selection on recombi-
there is strong negative epistasis within each patch andnation is the opposite of that found in one population
when lk is near zero, i.e., when there are already reason-(Figure 3, cases 1 and 4).
ably high levels of recombination within the populationBalanced selection: In this case, we are free to define
[see definition (12)]. An important difference from thealleles bi and bj as favored in the same deme (say k) or
results of a mutation-selection is that case 1 of Figure

in different demes without loss of generality. We make
3 never occurs. D(m)

ij,k is always positive (by convention
the former choice, so that ai,k and aj,k have the same

and without loss of generality, ai,k and aj,k were chosen
sign. In this case, Dij measures whether the BiBj and bibj to have the same sign). Therefore, recombination is
are overrepresented (Dij . 0) or underrepresented never favored if epistasis is absent or positive in a two-
(Dij , 0), which is consistent with our previous conven- deme model at migration-selection balance. These re-
tion. Because BiBj will be favored in one deme and bibj sults are consistent with the results of Pylkov et al. (1998),
in the other, balanced selection will always lead to a the simulations of Charlesworth and Charles-
positive covariance across the two demes. worth (1979), and the suggestion of Slatkin (1975).

Finding the linkage disequilibria: When a polymorphism
is maintained at migration-selection balance between

SEVERAL LOCI AND SEVERAL POPULATIONSthe two demes, the effect of mutation is negligible, and
we have near the equilibrium More than two demes: It is important at this point to

discuss whether a two-deme model can capture all ofdspi,k 1 dmpi,k ≈ 0
the essential features of spatial heterogeneity. Clearly,

dspl,j 1 dmpi,l ≈ 0. (44) there are some types of selection that cannot be mod-
eled with two demes. For example, staggered clines, asThe difference in allele frequency between the two
studied by Charlesworth and Charlesworth (1979),demes at equilibrium is given by
cannot be analyzed using two demes since they require
at least three different environments. The case of a

Di 5
ai,kpqi,k

m
. (45) clinal migration-selection balance is biologically impor-

tant, and it can lead to results not observed with two
Thus, from (26), the linkage disequilibrium between a patches. For example, unlike the case of a two-patch
pair of selected loci at equilibrium is migration-selection balance, linkage disequilibria (as

defined in this article) switch signs between the clines
when they are staggered over space. With a right scaleDij,k 5

(1 2 m)ai,kaj,kpqij,k

rijm for the spatial lag between the two environmental transi-
tions, recombination can be favored in the absence of

1
(1 2 rij)[εij,kpqij,k{rij 1 m} 1 mεij,lpqij,l]

rij[2m 1 rij]
epistasis in that model (see Maynard Smith 1977;
Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1979). On the
other hand, when migration rates are high across all; D(m)

ij,k 1 D(ε)
ij,k, (46)
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environments (such that all demes have approximately If n1 is the number of loci selected more strongly in
deme k than in deme l (we denote these loci using i),equal genotype frequencies after migration), the results

of the two-deme model continue to hold; all that matters and n2 is the number of loci selected more strongly in
deme l than in deme k (we denote these loci using j),is the covariance of selective effects across environments

(see appendix). then the number of pairs of loci characterized by a
negative covariance isAn interesting test case is a two-locus two-allele model

(A/a, B/b) with four types of environments, each fa-
nneg 5 n1n2,voring a different haploid genotype. If the four types

of environment are equally represented and selection while the number of pairs of loci characterized by a
is perfectly symmetrical, then the Cov(ai, aj) will equal positive covariance is
zero over all environments. With only two demes, this
would imply that linkage disequilibrium would not be npos 5 1 n1

2 2 1 1 n2

2 2.generated by migration. With four demes, however, dis-
equilibrium is still generated as long as dispersal is lim- As a consequence, nneg will be greater than npos if n1 is
ited (because DiDj in Equation 26 is not zero). Essen- close to n2. Pairs of loci characterized by a positive ({i,
tially, the most fit genotype reaches a higher frequency i} and {j, j } pairs) or negative covariance ({i, j } and {j, i}
than expected based on the local allele frequencies, pairs) do not, however, have an equally strong effect
which are skewed away from the most fit genotype by on a modifier of recombination. As a simple example,
migration from the other patches. With our definition we assume that all loci are at mutation-selection equilib-
of disequilibrium (which is positive locally if the most rium, that the deleterious mutations are all selected
fit and least fit genotypes are overrepresented), this against by an amount a and aa in the least and most
argument suggests, and simulations confirm, that posi- selected deme, respectively (a . 1), that epistasis is
tive disequilibria develop in each patch. Besides the absent (ε 5 0), and that these loci are distributed such
disequilibria and covariance terms, everything else in that on average r̄ 5 r̄ij 5 r̄ii 5 r̄jj and r̄iM 5 r̄jM. Under
this four-patch migration-selection model is the same these assumptions, the average pairwise linkage disequi-
as in the two-deme model. Consequently, recombina- librium will have the same magnitude for all pairs and
tion may be favored by its short-term advantage when will be positive for {i, i} and {j, j } pairs and negative for
there is sufficiently strong negative epistasis as was seen {i, j } and {j, i} pairs. Condition (48) reduces in this simple
with two patches. However, this example points out that example to
care must be taken in defining the disequilibrium and its
relationship to the covariance in selection with multiple

2
Km2a2(a 2 1)2m(1 2 m)[npos(1 1 a2) 2 2anneg]

2r̄(aa 2 m(a 1 1))2
. 0.demes.

More than two selected loci: Here we consider how
(49)the results developed so far depend on having only

two loci subject to selection. We consider only pairwise Consequently, pairs of loci with a positive covariance
epistasis as defined in Equation 1 and ignore more com- ({i, i} and {j, j }) receive greater weight than pairs with
plex epistasis involving several loci. Even in that case, a negative covariance ({i, j } and {j, i}) by a factor
higher-order disequilibria could develop among the se-
lected loci that may alter the dynamics. Assuming that 1 1 a2

2a
, (50)

these higher-order associations can be ignored (which
is probably less and less accurate when the number of

which is .1 and increases as |Cov(ai, aj)| 5 a2(a 2 1)2/4loci increases; Kirkpatrick and Servedio 1999), it is
increases. From (49), recombination will be favored ifpossible to average the change at the modifier locus

over all the pairs of loci (whose linkage relationships
1 , a ,

nneg 1 √n2
neg 2 n2

pos

npos

. (51)are affected by the same modifier locus) to determine
the direction of evolution of the modifier. The condi-

Condition (51) is most easily satisfied when the numbertion for increased recombination is then
of loci is small and when npos and nneg are nearly equal.

o
i
o
j.i

o
k

2 KDij,k(εij,k 2 lk) . 0 (k 5 1, 2), (48) When (51) holds, negative covariance in selection pre-
dominates, generating negative disequilibria and select-

where the linkage disequilibrium is given by (31), (40), ing for increased recombination (recall that epistasis is
or (46) with mutation-selection, selective sweeps, or mi- absent in this example). With only two patches, however,
gration-selection, respectively. The difference between condition (51) often fails, especially with many loci
this case and the two-locus case is that some pairs of loci (even in the most favorable case where n1 5 n2, the
will exhibit positive covariance and others will exhibit ratio nneg/npos tends to one when the number of loci
negative covariance (except at migration-selection bal- increases). That is, positive covariance often dominates
ance), and it is the total influence of these covariance with only two patches and several loci. In this case, if

epistasis were added, spatial heterogeneity in selectionterms that determines when recombination will evolve.
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would generate positive disequilibria and select for re- The idea that epistatic selection can select for recombi-
nation can be traced back to Feldman et al. (1980) andcombination only if there were strong negative epistasis

(case 4). On the other hand, adding more than two has been cited (Kondrashov 1988) as one of the more
plausible factors favoring sex and recombination. Theredemes increases the realm of possibilities and makes it

more likely that negative covariance will predominate. are several weaknesses in this explanation (we do not
discuss here temporal variation in epistasis). First, re-As an extreme example, imagine that there are n

patches and n loci and that a 5 1 in all patches except combination is only favored when epistasis is negative
and weak (Figure 2), with the conditions favoring re-in patch i for locus i. In this extreme case, no pairs of

loci will exhibit positive spatial covariance, many will combination being more lax when recombination rates
are low. This conclusion is, however, not very robustexhibit negative covariance (those involving patch i and

locus i), and the remainder will exhibit no spatial covari- to small variation in the model. We have shown that
ance between pairs of patches. These considerations introducing a small covariance in selection coefficients
suggest that, with few patch types and with many loci completely alters the results. For instance, with a small
exhibiting the same spatial pattern in selection, positive positive covariance, weak and negative epistasis actually
covariance will tend to develop and, if this covariance selects against recombination. A second difficulty is that
is strong, will favor the evolution of recombination only even if the epistasis is weak and negative, on average,
when there is strong negative epistasis. Conversely, if recombination will be favored only if there is little vari-
there are many patch types and each locus has a unique ance in epistasis between pairs of loci (Otto and Feld-
pattern of selection over space, then negative covariance man 1997), which is contrary to empirical evidence (e.g.,
is more likely, which will favor the evolution of recombi- Elena and Lenski 1997). A third difficulty is that the
nation if epistasis is weakly negative, absent, or even strength of selection favoring recombination plummets
positive (case 1). as recombination rates rise within the genome and can

become negative before typical rates of recombination
are reached.

DISCUSSION

Spatial heterogeneity alone The joint effect of spatial heterogeneity and epistasis

Models incorporating an unpredictable environment We investigated the joint effects of spatially heteroge-
have two drawbacks: they require an extreme and im- neous selection and epistasis on the evolution of recom-
plausible type of unpredictability, and they imply selec- bination in a two-patch model. We found that epistasis
tion for reduced recombination whenever several loci and spatial heterogeneity in selection interact strongly
are concerned with the same environmental feature.

in their influence on linkage disequilibria. Because ofMaynard Smith (1977)
this interaction, predictions about the magnitude and
sign of disequilibria and about the evolution of recombi-The idea that environmental heterogeneity alone
nation are sensitive to the inclusion of both factors. Wedoes not favor recombination is old. However, this idea
found that the main criticisms of either theory consid-is based on a single type of spatially variable selection,
ered in isolation no longer hold when both processeswhere different alleles are favored in different patches
are taken into account.(balanced selection). It may be more common, however,

The mean epistasis and the type of spatial heterogene-that spatial heterogeneity does not alter which allele is
ity: Including spatial heterogeneity alters the results ofmost fit but only the strength of selection acting locally.
models of recombination in many ways, the most impor-We have considered this case at both mutation-selec-
tant of which is that disequilibria present within a popu-tion equilibrium and during sweeps of beneficial alleles
lation may be different than expected based on localand have found that spatial heterogeneity can indeed
epistatic selection. As a consequence, recombinationselect for increased recombination when the covariance
can be favored in three distinct situations: by the short-in selection coefficients is negative and epistasis absent
term effect alone (when the epistasis is strongly negativeor weak. This result is not robust, however, to the pres-
and the covariance in selection is positive enough toence of strong epistasis. Furthermore, as we have shown,
generate positive disequilibria), by the long-term effectit may be difficult in a simple two-patch environment
alone (when the epistasis is weak and negative and theto generate negative covariance for a large number of
covariance is negative, absent, or slightly positive), or byloci.
both the short- and the long-term effects (when additive
epistasis is positive and the covariance in selection across

Epistasis alone environments is negative enough to generate negative
disequilibria). These results differ radically from thoseIf recombination is to be favoured because it increases
in a single population where recombination is favoredthe response to directional selection, then epistasis must
almost only by the long-term effect.be both weak and negative.

Barton (1995a) The first important conclusion is that with appro-
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TABLE 1

Conditions favoring increased recombination between a pair {i, j} of loci within a deme

εij , l l , εij , 0 εij 5 0j εij . 0j

Cov(ai, aj) , 0a Never Always(1) Always(1) If Dij , 0(1)

5 0a,b,c Never Always(2) Never Never
. 0a,b If Dij . 0(4) If Dij , 0(2) Never Never

Cov(ai, aj) is the covariance between the selection coefficients across demes (see Equation 24). εij is the
multiplicative epistasis and l the threshold between strong and weak negative epistasis (Equation 12). Cases
1, 2, and 4 described in the text are in parentheses.

a Conditions that favor recombination in two populations at mutation-selection equilibrium or during sweeps
of beneficial alleles.

b Conditions that favor recombination in two populations at migration-selection equilibrium.
c Conditions that favor recombination in the absence of environmental heterogeneity.

priate spatial heterogeneity, recombination can be fa- tions, they will be more likely, on average, to exhibit
positive epistasis and a negative covariance in space.vored for any form of epistasis. The reciprocal is also

true; with appropriate epistasis, recombination can be Thus it may be relatively common that epistasis and
spatial covariance in selection are negatively correlated,favored for any covariance in selection coefficients. This

can be easily visualized in Table 1 where all the results which would generate a short-term advantage to recom-
bination and could potentially explain why recombina-are summarized.

The second important conclusion is that recombina- tion and sex are found in so many organisms.
The variance in epistasis: When D(m)

ij is larger thantion is favored overall if a negative correlation exists
between Cov(ai, aj) and ai,j (see Table 1). Thus, we expect D(ε)

ij , recombination can be favored in a very large pro-
portion of the parameter space (Figure 4). The rangethat high levels of recombination would evolve if pairs

of loci with a positive covariance in space tend to exhibit of values that favor recombination is increased by more
than two orders of magnitude compared to the case ofnegative epistasis whereas pairs of loci with a negative

covariance tend to exhibit positive epistasis. Is such a a single population. Consequently, the advantage of
recombination may be much less sensitive to variation inpattern reasonable? Considering the physiological basis

of epistasis, the answer may be yes. epistasis among loci than in the one-population model
(Otto and Feldman 1997).Epistasis results from nonlinear effects of gene prod-

ucts at the physiological level. For simple metabolic The evolution of high recombination rates: With spa-
tial heterogeneity, the disequilibria that accumulate lo-pathways, it has been shown that mutations in the same

enzyme tend to exhibit negative (synergistic) epistasis cally depend on epistasis but also on selective differ-
ences among patches. The disequilibria and epistasis(Szathmary 1993). In contrast, mutations in different
can thus have opposite signs. Under this circumstance,enzymes within a pathway tend to exhibit positive (di-
selection within a patch favors the elimination of dis-minishing returns) epistasis (Szathmary 1993). These
equilibria, and there is a strong short-term advantagepatterns arise because enzymes with a single deleterious
to high rates of recombination. These results may thusmutation exert greater control over the flux through a
provide a key to understanding why high rates of recom-pathway, making further mutations in the same gene
bination and multiple chromosomes have evolved,even more deleterious (saturation effect), but making
which was difficult to explain in most previous modelsmutations in other genes less critical (limiting factor
where the advantage of recombination lay in its long-effect). These patterns may also appear under more
term effects (which tend to be weak when linkage isgeneral conditions as long as (1) small deleterious muta-
loose). In particular, if selection tends to be similartions in a function (“function A”) are buffered by some
in strength at different loci within a patch (positiveform of homeostasis (e.g., Wagner 2000), (2) the pres-
covariance in selection), high recombination rates areence of these mutations makes further mutations in
expected to evolve when epistasis is strongly negative,the same function even more harmful, but (3) their
while if selection tends to act more strongly on differentpresence decreases the importance to fitness of func-
loci in different patches (negative covariance in selec-tions besides function A. Under these conditions, we
tion), high recombination rates are favored wheneverwould expect that deleterious mutations affecting the
epistasis is positive.same function would exhibit negative epistasis. Further-

more, because these mutations affect the same function,
which will differ in importance from location to loca-

Structure of the genome
tion, we would expect these mutations to exhibit a posi-
tive covariance over space in the intensity of selection. The recombination rate per unit of physical distance

is in general quite variable within a particular chromo-Conversely, if the two mutations affect different func-
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Figure 4.—Selection coef-
ficient on the modifier aM as a
function of the relative epista-
sis ε*

ij,k (5 εij,k/[ai,k aj,k]) for dif-
ferent values of Cov(ai, aj). The
relative epistasis is the same in
the two demes and the selected
loci are at mutation-selection
balance. Three cases are pre-
sented: (a) negative covariance
ai,k 5 aj,l 5 20.01, aj,k 5 ai,l 5
20.0001; (b) zero covariance
ai,k 5 ai,l 5 20.01, aj,k 5 aj,l 5
20.0001; (c) positive covari-
ance ai,k 5 aj,k 5 20.01, ai,l 5
aj,l 5 20.0001. In each case,
rij 5 riM 5 0.1, r 5 0.01, m 5
0.0005, and m 5 1025. Values
represented by lines are com-
puted using exact three-loci re-
cursions whereas dashed lines
are computed using analytical
results (in most cases they can-
not be distinguished). Note
that the region where recombi-
nation is favored for case (b)
is 215 , ε*

ij,k , 0. This corre-
sponds to the weak negative
epistasis region where recom-
bination is favored in one pop-
ulation.

some and even between chromosomes (a phenomenon Comparison with temporal heterogeneity
referred to as “pseudolinkage”; Korol et al. 1994). This

Interestingly, modeling spatial heterogeneity generatesvariability can, to some extent, be accounted for by
substantially different results than modeling temporalphysiological explanations (for instance, recombination
heterogeneity. With temporal heterogeneity in selec-near centromeres may interfere with segregation; Koeh-
tion, the conditions favoring the evolution of recombi-ler et al. 1996). Interestingly, heterogeneity in the envi-
nation are not much broader than if there were noronment as well as variation in epistasis also predicts
variation in selection over time. Specifically, recombina-different selection pressures on recombination between
tion is not favored unless the selective environmentdifferent pairs of loci. For instance, in the absence of
varies rapidly between cases with positive epistasis andepistasis, natural selection would favor tighter linkage
negative epistasis (Charlesworth 1976; Barton 1995a)among genes whose effects on fitness covary positively
or unless there is weak negative epistasis (in which case,among environments and loose linkage among those
recombination would be favored by epistatic selectionwhose fitness effects covary negatively. Given the appro-
alone). Only with rapid oscillations is the disequilibriumpriate genetic variation at recombination modifier loci,
(built up by past selection) frequently of opposite signthese evolutionary forces may partially explain the cur-
to the current epistasis, in which case recombinant off-rent structure of a genome. This may be tested, for
spring are more fit than nonrecombinant offspring, andexample, by comparing the relative position of genes
there can be a short-term advantage to modifiers thatin domesticated species and their wild relatives. Given
increase recombination. If the environment cycles overthat gene flow was probably prevalent early during do-
periods longer than about five generations, the signs ofmestication between domesticated and wild populations
the disequilibrium and epistasis are more often theand that there was strong spatial heterogeneity in selec-
same, and this short-term advantage disappears. Thattion (with and without artificial selection), we would
selection caused by abiotic factors would be so capri-expect loci that were positively selected in domesticated
cious as to vary over time with rapid changes in thespecies to have lower recombination rates between
sign of epistasis seems highly unlikely (Maynard Smiththem, on average, than in the ancestral genome if epista-
1977; Barton 1995a; Kondrashov and Yampolskysis is weak overall. Conversely, we would expect higher
1996) but may occur for some coevolutionary modelsrates of recombination between these artificially se-
(reviewed in Otto and Michalakis 1998; Peters andlected loci and loci subject to natural but not artificial
Lively 1999). In contrast, it is not unusual for spatiallyselection, which exhibit negative covariance in selec-

tion. heterogeneous selection to permanently maintain local
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disequilibria that are opposite in sign to local epistasis. Similar tests incorporating spatial heterogeneity would
be extremely valuable.All that is required is that, for a pair of loci, the strength

of selection varies over space with a covariance that is
substantial in magnitude and opposite in sign compared Conclusion
to the degree of epistasis. Consequently, it may be possi-

We have seen that the structure of the environment,ble that spatial heterogeneity more often provides a
the intensity of migration, and the variability of selectionshort-term advantage to recombination than does tem-
across environments can have a large impact on howporal heterogeneity.
recombination will evolve. Single-population models
clarified our understanding of the processes important
in the evolution of recombination but neglected envi-Empirical aspects
ronmental heterogeneity. This heterogeneity can affect

These results indicate that understanding the evolu- models of the evolution of recombination because even
tion of recombination may require more field work fo- slight variation in natural selection across environments
cused on measuring covariance in selection across envi- can produce linkage disequilibria that will interfere or
ronments. Knowing epistasis is not sufficient, because even outweigh other sources of disequilibria, such as
any value of epistasis can favor recombination in the epistasis, drift, mutation, and temporal variation (in-
proper set of environments. Similarly, knowing the ex- cluding due to coevolution). Furthermore, our results
tent of variation in selection across environments is of demonstrate that not all forms of spatial heterogeneity
little help without knowing the amount of epistasis. are equivalent. Previous models incorporating environ-

Measuring this covariance is a difficult task. For exam- mental heterogeneity have assumed that the direction
ple, in a reciprocal transplant experiment, negative co- of selection varies from location to location, but a more
variance in fitness across environments can equally be common phenomenon may be that the strength (not
the consequence of negative covariance in selection co- the direction) of selection varies spatially. Indeed, our
efficients for loci subject to recurrent deleterious muta- results from a mutation-selection model and from a
tions or of alleles that are favored in one patch and selected model of selective sweeps differed from results of a
against in another. On the other hand, a positive covari- migration-selection balance.
ance between the fitness of different genotypes in two We have shown that recombination can evolve in the
environments would provide evidence for positive covari- absence of epistasis, drift, sib competition, temporal
ance for selection coefficients (see Fry 1993). variation, or parasites. Unfortunately, we have also

With spatial heterogeneity, the disequilibria present shown that predictions from a model including multiple
within a population may be opposite in sign to the local factors that affect recombination (epistasis and spatial
epistatic selection. In this case, recombinant offspring heterogeneity) can be quite different than predictions
are generally more fit, on average, than nonrecombi- from models incorporating each factor in isolation. In-
nant offspring, and there will be a short-term advantage deed, interactions among these effects may be more
to recombination. This result is almost never observed important than their main effects: epistasis does not
in models with epistasis alone, unless εij lies within the give a clue about the evolution of recombination if the
extremely small range between 2aiaj and 0, in which form and extent of spatial heterogeneity are unknown,
case the disequilibrium produced is negligible and the and vice versa. However, including spatial heterogeneity

greatly increases the range of values of epistasis that canshort-term fitness advantage of recombination would be
favor recombination, increases the selection pressurenearly impossible to detect. Therefore, the presence of
upon recombination-modifier loci, allows tightly as wella short-term advantage of recombination would be an
as loosely linked modifiers to evolve, and allows freeappropriate test for the role of spatial heterogeneity in
linkage to evolve. For these reasons, including spatialthe evolution of recombination. If recombinant off-
heterogeneity broadens the conditions under which re-spring are more fit on average than nonrecombinant
combination may be favored and may provide a key tooffspring in a natural population assessed under natural
understanding the prevalence of sex and recombina-conditions, then disequilibria and epistasis are oppos-
tion.ing, and the short-term advantages of recombination are
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APPENDIX

The results in the limiting case where m 5 1⁄2 can be uCov(ai, aj)u <
aiaj

4
. (A4)

derived in a straightforward way since allele frequencies
and disequilibria are equal in the two patches after Combining (17) and (A2), recombination will be fa-
migration. This case is useful as it also describes the vored when
scenario where individuals experience different selec-

l̄ , ε̄ij , 2Cov(ai, aj), (A5)
tive pressures for any nongenetic reason, for example,

where l̄ 5 (lk 1 ll)/2 is always smaller than 23aiaj.if there is random variability in development or food
Thus, a positive Cov(ai, aj) decreases the range wherequality even in a single population. In this case, the
recombination is favored whereas a negative Cov(ai, aj)overall departure from multiplicative fitness (which is
increases it. Note that even if epistasis is absent or posi-responsible for generating the linkage disequilibrium)
tive in both patches and m 5 1⁄2, higher recombinationis different from in one population and equals
can still evolve as long as there is a negative covariance

E[1 1 ai)(1 1 aj) 1 ε] 2 E(1 1 ai)E(1 1 aj) 5 E(ε) 1 Cov(ai, aj), between the patches in terms of selection on the two
loci.(A1)


